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only for a moment or two, so as to heat the metals gently and
equally. You will be surprised, possibly, to see the top of the strip
move to one side or the other. Let us call the two metals A and B,
as indicated in Fig. 65, and let us suppose that when the metals
are equally heated the top moves toward the side on which B
lies. Which, therefore, of the two metals has the greater
coefficient of expansion, A ox B? See whether, on cooling, the
top of the metals comes back to the index. If the top does not
come back, it is probable that you have not clamped the metals
tight enough to prevent slipping. By holding the flame, first
against one metal then against the other, you can make the strip
bend in either direction. How do you...
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This kind of publication is every thing and taught me to seeking ahead and a lot more. It really is rally interesting
throgh reading through time. I realized this ebook from my i and dad recommended this publication to understand.
-- Da x Her z og
The most e ective publication i at any time go through. This is certainly for all those who statte that there had not
been a worthy of looking at. Its been printed in an extremely straightforward way which is merely soon a er i finished
reading this publication where basically changed me, change the way in my opinion.
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